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ЕГЭ по английскому языку задание №11 Понимание структурно-
смысловых связей в тексте Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2019 г.  –
задание №11 Visiting the Royal Parks

Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–F частями предложений, обозначенными цифрами
1–7. Одна из частей в списке 1–7 лишняя. Занесите цифры, обозначающие
соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

The life of Pi

    “The Life of Pi” published in 2001 is the third book by the Canadian author Yann Martel. It has
A_______________________, won several prizes and been translated into forty-one languages.
At the start of the book, we B_______________________ in India. His father owns the city zoo and the family
home is in the zoo. When they aren’t at school, Pi and his brother help their father at the zoo and he
learns a lot about animals.
When Pi is sixteen, his parents decide to close the zoo and move to Canada. They travel by ship taking
the animals with them. On the way, there is C_______________________. Sadly, Pi’s family and the sailors all
die in the storm, but Pi lives and finds himself in a lifeboat with a hyena, zebra, orangutan and an
enormous tiger. At first, Pi is scared of the animals and jumps into the ocean. Then he remembers there
are sharks in the water and decides to climb back into the lifeboat. One by one, the animals in the
lifeboat kill and eat each other, till only Pi and the tiger are left alive. Luckily for Pi, there is
D_______________________, but he soon needs to start catching fish. He feeds the tiger to stop it killing and
eating him. He also uses a whistle and E_______________________ and show it that he’s the boss.
Pi and the tiger spend 227 days in the lifeboat. They live through terrible storms and the burning heat of
the Pacific sun. They are often hungry and ill. Finally, they arrive at the coast of Mexico, but you will
have to F_______________________ in the end!

1. read the book to find out what happens
2. some food and water on the lifeboat
3. his knowledge of animals to control the tiger
4. received an award for being strong
5. sold seven million copies worldwide
6. learn about Pi’s childhood in Pondicherry
7. a terrible storm and the ship sinks

Ответ:

A B C D E F

Ответ: 567231

ЕГЭ по английскому языку задание №11 Понимание структурно-
смысловых связей в тексте Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2017 г.  –
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задание №11 Visiting the Royal Parks

Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–F частями предложений, обозначенными цифрами
1–7. Одна из частей в списке 1–7 лишняя. Занесите цифры, обозначающие
соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Visiting the Royal Parks

London has a well-deserved reputation as one of the greenest cities in
Europe, with a huge number of open spaces across the center of the city. Tourists
A_______________________ can always relax in a lovely, quiet London park.

The Royal Parks, such as St James’s, Green Park, the Regent’s Park, Hyde Park, Richmond, Greenwich,
Bushy Park and Kensington Gardens, are beautifully maintained and popular with locals and visitors
alike. Many are former hunting estates of English monarchs, preserved as open space
B_______________________. They are ideal places to relax and sunbathe in summer, enjoy gorgeous flower
beds in spring C_______________________.

The Royal Parks provide fantastic green routes in London D_______________________ and through some of
the most attractive areas of the capital. Picnics in the parks are also a popular activity especially during
the busy summer months.

Dogs are welcome in all the Royal Parks, although there are some places E_______________________. These
are clearly indicated within each park and are usually ecologically sensitive sites, children’s play areas,
restaurants, cafes and some sports areas. Ground nesting birds are particularly sensitive to disturbance
by dogs and people. So it is necessary to observe the warning signs F_______________________. In Bushy
Park and Richmond Park dogs should be kept away from the deer.

The Royal Parks are for everyone to enjoy.

1. that are displayed during the nesting season
2. while the city has grown up around them
3. and admire the changing leaves as autumn arrives
4. where they are not allowed or should be kept on a lead
5. who are tired of the noise, crowds and excitement of sightseeing
6. who does not know the route to the place of destination
7. that take cyclists away from traffic

Ответ:

A B C D E F

London has a well-deserved reputation as one of the greenest cities in
Europe, with a huge number of open spaces across the center of the city. Tourists
A_______________________ can always relax in a lovely, quiet London park.

The Royal Parks, such as St James’s, Green Park, the Regent’s Park, Hyde Park, Richmond, Greenwich,
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Bushy Park and Kensington Gardens, are beautifully maintained and popular with locals and visitors
alike. Many are former hunting estates of English monarchs, preserved as open space
B_______________________. They are ideal places to relax and sunbathe in summer, enjoy gorgeous flower
beds in spring C_______________________.

The Royal Parks provide fantastic green routes in London D_______________________ and through some of
the most attractive areas of the  capital. Picnics in the parks are also a popular activity especially during
the busy summer months.
Dogs are welcome in all the Royal Parks, although there are some places E_______________________. These
are clearly indicated within each park and are usually ecologically sensitive sites, children’s play areas,
restaurants, cafes and some sports areas. Ground nesting birds are particularly sensitive to disturbance
by dogs and people. So it is necessary to observe the warning signs F_______________________. In Bushy
Park and Richmond Park dogs should be kept away from the deer.

The Royal Parks are for everyone to enjoy.

Ответ: 523741

Демонстрационный вариант ЕГЭ 2016 г.  –
задание №11
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A–F частями предложений, обозначенными цифрами
1–7. Одна из частей в списке 1–7 лишняя. Занесите цифры, обозначающие
соответствующие части предложений, в таблицу.

Visiting the Royal Parks

London has a well-deserved reputation as one of the greenest cities in
Europe, with a huge number of open spaces across the center of the city. Tourists
A_______________________ can always relax in a lovely, quiet London park.

The Royal Parks, such as St James’s, Green Park, the Regent’s Park, Hyde Park, Richmond, Greenwich,
Bushy Park and Kensington Gardens, are beautifully maintained and popular with locals and visitors
alike. Many are former hunting estates of English monarchs, preserved as open space
B_______________________. They are ideal places to relax and sunbathe in summer, enjoy gorgeous flower
beds in spring C_______________________.

The Royal Parks provide fantastic green routes in London D_______________________ and through some of
the most attractive areas of the capital. Picnics in the parks are also a popular activity especially during
the busy summer months.

Dogs are welcome in all the Royal Parks, although there are some places E_______________________. These
are clearly indicated within each park and are usually ecologically sensitive sites, children’s play areas,
restaurants, cafes and some sports areas. Ground nesting birds are particularly sensitive to disturbance
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by dogs and people. So it is necessary to observe the warning signs F_______________________. In Bushy
Park and Richmond Park dogs should be kept away from the deer.

The Royal Parks are for everyone to enjoy.

1. that are displayed during the nesting season
2. while the city has grown up around them
3. and admire the changing leaves as autumn arrives
4. where they are not allowed or should be kept on a lead
5. who are tired of the noise, crowds and excitement of sightseeing
6. who does not know the route to the place of destination
7. that take cyclists away from traffic

Ответ:

A B C D E F

London has a well-deserved reputation as one of the greenest cities in
Europe, with a huge number of open spaces across the center of the city. Tourists
A_______________________ can always relax in a lovely, quiet London park.

The Royal Parks, such as St James’s, Green Park, the Regent’s Park, Hyde Park, Richmond, Greenwich,
Bushy Park and Kensington Gardens, are beautifully maintained and popular with locals and visitors
alike. Many are former hunting estates of English monarchs, preserved as open space
B_______________________. They are ideal places to relax and sunbathe in summer, enjoy gorgeous flower
beds in spring C_______________________.

The Royal Parks provide fantastic green routes in London D_______________________ and through some of
the most attractive areas of the  capital. Picnics in the parks are also a popular activity especially during
the busy summer months.
Dogs are welcome in all the Royal Parks, although there are some places E_______________________. These
are clearly indicated within each park and are usually ecologically sensitive sites, children’s play areas,
restaurants, cafes and some sports areas. Ground nesting birds are particularly sensitive to disturbance
by dogs and people. So it is necessary to observe the warning signs F_______________________. In Bushy
Park and Richmond Park dogs should be kept away from the deer.

The Royal Parks are for everyone to enjoy.

Ответ: 523741

ЕГЭ 2016 (досрочный период)
Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски A-F частями предложений, обозначенными цифрами 1-7.
Одна из частей в списке лишняя.
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1. where one can enjoy close contact with

2. which meet every need of their users

3. than to discover them once for oneself

4. who has never been to this wonderful city

5. which is ideal for various water sports

6. to the smaller coves, sheltered by huge cliffs

7. who have different options around the capital

Beaches of Portugal
Covering more than 850 km, the Portuguese coast boasts such a large number of fine, white sandy
beaches that it is almost impossible to keep count. All bathed by the Atlantic Ocean and all different,
their beauty is hard to describe, so there is nothing better A______________________.

The most famous are in the Algarve. With three thousand hours of sun per year and warm waters, there
are beaches to suit every taste and many dreamlike resorts. The choices are many, from sandy stretches
extending as far as the eye can see B ______________________, the trade image of the region. They are
always accompanied by a calm clear sea, C ______________________.

In Costa da Caparica, the beaches are particularly dear to Lisbonites D ______________________ for sun and
sea bathing. There are deserted beaches here too, of a wild beauty, E ______________________ nature. In
the centre, tourists will find very wide sandy stretches, to which traditional fishing adds a picturesque
touch. And further north, the colder waters and the invigorating sea are tempered by the welcoming
atmosphere and the clean air of the mountains and the forests.

Despite all their differences, all beaches share one thing – quality. They are safe and offer a wide range
of support and recreational services, F ______________________. And a large number of Portuguese beaches
are granted the European blue flag every year, a distinction that is a sign of their excellent conditions.

Ответ: 365712

 

Beaches of Portugal
Covering more than 850 km, the Portuguese coast boasts such a large number of fine, white sandy
beaches that it is almost impossible to keep count. All bathed by the Atlantic Ocean and all different,
their beauty is hard to describe, so there is nothing better A ______________________.

The most famous are in the Algarve. With three thousand hours of sun per year and warm waters, there
are beaches to suit every taste and many dreamlike resorts. The choices are many, from sandy stretches
extending as far as the eye can see B ______________________, the trade image of the region. They are
always accompanied by a calm clear sea, C ______________________.
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In Costa da Caparica, the beaches are particularly dear to Lisbonites D ______________________ for sun and
sea bathing. There are deserted beaches here too, of a wild beauty, E ______________________ nature. In
the centre, tourists will find very wide sandy stretches, to which traditional fishing adds a picturesque
touch. And further north, the colder waters and the invigorating sea are tempered by the welcoming
atmosphere and the clean air of the mountains and the forests.

Despite all their differences, all beaches share one thing – quality. They are safe and offer a wide range
of support and recreational services, F ______________________. And a large number of Portuguese beaches
are granted the European blue flag every year, a distinction that is a sign of their excellent conditions.
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